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PRODUCT 1 Online Profits in 7 Days PDF Guide The Concise Step-by-Step guide that lays all the

groundwork out in 7 easy days. Video 2 Undercover Research Choosing the right market is everything

Keyword survival tactics What exactly to sell 13 min. 44 sec. Video 3 Undercover Lens Creation Finally...

Squidoo success demystified Google love is coming your way.. The simple plan layed out... 08 min. 50

sec. Video 4 Undercover Supporting Cast The only article directory I use This is the secret key to Google

super love The simple plan layed out... 03 min. 49 sec. Video 5 Check Your Work Day 4 is simple... check

your work... I said this was simple.. right? The simple plan layed out... 01 min. 41 sec. Video6 Fresh Meat

Google loves fresh meat... The simple step layed out... 02 min 34 sec. Video 7 The Other White Meat

Squidoo's little brother... Use it or lose your steam... The simple step layed out... 03 min. 11 sec. Video 7

Count Your Chips You should see income by now... Food for thought... Rinse and repeat... 03 min. 38

sec. PRODUCT 2 7 DOLLAR SECRETS STEP BY STEP GUIDE... Using my new $7 Secrets method, I

generated over $3,000 in just 7 days with one thirty page report. Read on to find out how. Imagine, day

after day, having dozens or hundreds of $7 deposits in your PayPal bank account, with almost no refunds
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or customer support--ever. What an easy way to earn a living that would be! You can have that life. I'll

show you how. To teach you all of this, Jon Leger created a report called $7 Secrets. It's a

knowledge-packed report that will teach you everything you need to succeed by selling small,

informational reports for only seven dollars each. PRODUCT 3 The 7 Most Common Mistakes Made in

Affiliate Marketing Affiliate Marketing The Best Place to Start Everyone has to start somewhere. And, for

neophyte Internet marketers, the best place to start may be with affiliate products. Rather than going

through the laborious and expensive process of creating your own product (of dubious quality) and then

trying to market it to the masses, why not start by finding a product that is well put-together and comes

from someone who already has a high degree of credibility? You could save a lot of time, money,

frustration, and will power; and you could make money in the process, tooin fact, really, really good

money. Many top Internet marketers today still sell affiliate products, even though they make a killing off

of their own. Why? Because its still fantastic money and little effort is required. Now, with that said, its

important to mention that affiliate marketing is no walk in the park, either. Its certainly easier than pulling

off a Jeff Walker-style massive product launch, but, like anything else, there are plenty of pitfalls just

waiting to consume you and your money. Do yourself a favor: heed what I say and avoid those pitfalls. In

this section, I will go over the top 7: Pitfall #1: Choosing a Bad Product to Promote Pitfall #2????
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